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well-thought-through cultures.

The economic change has resulted in financial and industrial

,." IINTRODUCTION

A. RF..ASOlJS FOR MAKING THE STUDY

mRjor problems: financial and industrial insecurity, gambling,

drinking, crime, divorce, mental ilJness, and the maintenance of

civilization, of which "individuals are a part.

At the present time civilization is confronted with seven

must enter. This reconstruction has brought about economic, 80-

become poor, and men who once had work are without employment.

We are living in a new age, one in which reconstructions

cial, and religious changes, resulting in serious problems to

"Number of persons receiving public assistance in Indiana from

lResearch Board, "Number of Persons Receiving Public Assistance
in Ind~ana.". Statistical Survey (February, 1938), p. 4.

insecurity, and in loss of morale. Men who were once rich have

how to use their enforced leisure time. They have turned in some

January, 1896, to December, 1937, is as follows:--In 1896 there

were 24,739 cases, and in 1937 there were 442,383 cases."l This

situation has led to a loss of morale, for many men do not know

degree to gambling, to drinking, and to theft, in lieu of more

profitaole pursuits.

The home, a basic institution, has undergone a change. In

many cases the financial and industrial insecurity have resulted

in suffering and want. In some cases the wife has come to'the

rescue by finding work and has been able to provide a meager liVing

for _her husband and children. The absence of the mother in the



New Era,--

home has brought about additional problems. The children have not,

received adequate care; the husband is chagrined and irritable.

The young people in the home are restless and in many in~tances

have committed crimes. The N. E. A. Research Bulletin reports,

"Today about 50 per cent of the arrests reported to the federal

government are for persons under thirty years of age, and 20 per

cent are for those under twenty-one years.,,2

A. J.Lynch reports, "Lawlessness is more common among youths

under twenty-one than among men between twenty-one and thirty."3

Another change which must be considered has to do with social

customs. Man in this day and age travels at great speed and has

mRny personal contacts. He makes new associations and has new

experiences. This broadening of environment often causes him to

be unappreciative, incompatible, and dissatisfied with the con-

finement, limitations, and responsibilities of his home. He de

sires freedom from his home and gets it through divorce. Thus,

the broken home has become a major problem of this age. In fact,

it has become commercialized as the following incident reveals.

"Not long ago a photograph was taken at a Nevada 'dude ranch' of

a group of paying guests, who were awaiting their divorces ••••••

Washo~County, Nevada, in which Reno is located, does a thriving

trade in marriages as well as divorces ••••••••• "4

Another significant change which society must recognize has.

. 2Research Board, "Crime and Punishment." N. E. A. Research
BUlletin, XII (November, 19~4), p. 274.

3A•.J. Lynch, "Juvenile Court and the Teacher."
XVIII (December, 1937),. p. 307.

4DavidF. Cavers, "Migratory Divorce." Social Forces, XVI
(October, 1937), p. 97. .
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tal diseases.

some time in their lives become inmates of an institution for men-

schools in the United States, about a million and a half will at

.
The last problem, the maintenance of well-thought-through

cUltures, is one which will mark this age. Each age is an heir

to a culture and each age generates one. What is culture? Webster

says, ~tCulture.is the enlightenment and discipline acquired by

As a result of the changes, problems, and reconstruction of

this period, man has been unable to keep his balance. Statistics

show that five-ninths of all the cases in hospitals, sanitariums,

and clinics, are mental cases--in comparison with four-ninths of

the patients who are sick with physical diseases.

It has been estimated that of thirty million children now in

to do with religion, beliefs, and customs. In some instances

the church has recognized the need of change, and has reorganized

its program in order to serve more effectively the religious needs

of society. The Sunday School is now known as the Church School.

ali zed than previously.

A study of Church Schools' attendance was made recently.

This study shows an increase of enrollment from 53 per cent to 86

per cent over the period 1927 to 1937. 5 This compares favorably

with the 91 per cent which is the average per cent of attendance

of city schools. This study shows that the church is accepting

its responsibility to meet the needs of young people.

The program includes dramatics, robed choirs, radio services,

camp meetings, and projects to raise money.

The church has become in many cases more fully institution-

.;.;, .5Eugene Exm~n,"Sund~ySchools Have Changed TOO." School and
SOcietyr47:764-6, June 11, 1938.
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mental and moral training." If moral training is debilitated the

culture is bound to be weakened •
.

Other factors underlying the weakening of culture have been

discussed previously. It is clear that man does not think for

himself; he follows the crowd, and many times it has been wrong.

Man does not take time to enjoy his home and children, or to

see the splendor of his environment. All of these are training

for his culture. "The culture may be manifested in the personal

attitude of an individual, in the style of the daily life, of

family or kinship-relations, and in the demeanor of strata•.•• "6

"Each community is equipped with means of civilization•••••

The degree of equipment may be due to locale and to customs, or

to sentiments and current valuations cherished by the members of

the particular community."?

Schools are a part of the environment which influences in

dividuals. It has been stated that education is the one and only

salvation for the solution of these problems.

In conclusion, statistics show that the seven major problems-

financial and industrial insecurity, gambling, drinking, crime,

divorce, mental illness, and the maintenance of well-thought-

through cultures--are more prevalent now than ever before, and

that they have increased at an alarming rate during the last ten

years.

These problems or situations reflect some discredit on the

school program. "We have not yet tapped the resources of American

6Richard G. Thurnwald, "Civilization and Culture." American
Sociological Review, I (June, 1936), p. 394.

?Richard G. Thurnwald, "Cultural Rotation." American
Sociological Review, II (February, 1937), p. 393.
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children." Our methods and materials have not met the individual,

need of the child; they have not been adaptable. As a result the
.

child's subsequent experiences are affected, the child's personal-

ity is disintegrated, and he becomes another one of society's

problems.

In the writer's mind education has a grave responsibility.

We need to reconstruct the curriculUDl and the school program, in

order to develop integrated personalities which will enable in

dividuals to meet the problems of this reconstruction period.

B. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The Integrated Program

As a Trend in the Teaching

of Elementary Children

C. SCOPE OF THE STUDY

This study consists of (1) an investigation of the trend

relative to the use of an integrated program for pupils of ele

mentary schools, as revealed by educational literature and prac

tices, (2) a unit of work illustrating the theory of integration

as taught and evaluated by the writer.

viii



CHAPTER I

A. DEFINITION OF TERMS

INTEREF.ETATION OF INTEGRATION

;;~
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through, in order to make his s~geme workab1e--his organon ii1

is the complete whole.......... I,;
i~

Oberholtzer- "The term t integrated' is used to distinguish!!
iii

A4ams- "The idea of the whole and parts supplies another,
and a very important category, which may be regarded as that
of unity. Integral education is the name given to that form
in which the educator uses the perfect round of knowledge,

Burton- "In simplest terms it means unity and absence
of conflict. Society will be integrated in that individuals
are imbued with the same ideals and concepts of the good life,
are motivated by desire for the common good, are contributin2each his special ability or skill, are respected therefore."

Hopkins- "Integration is a shorthand word used to desig
nate intelligent behavior. Integration refers to continuous,
intelligent, interactive adjusting."l

"integration" is so broad. The definitions selected by the writer

The term "integration" has been defined by various educators.

Some definitions are clearly stated, which makes their interpre

tation a simple matter. Other definitions are rather vaguely

stated, but even vaguely stated definitions add to the understan

ding of the concept of integration. Perhaps the reason for the

indefiniteness of the definitions is due to the fact that the term

as basic to an understanding of the concept are as follows:

IThomas L. Hopkins, Integration--~Meanin6 and Application
(New York: D. Appleton-Century Co., 1937), p. 1.

2William H.Burton and A. S. Barr, Introduction to Education
(New York: D. Appleton-Century Co., 1934), p. 180. -- ,

3JohnAdams, The Evolution of Educational Theory (London:
Macmillan and Co., Limited, 19121: p. 32.,
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t~is curriculum from the type which is set up in divisions
by sUbjects.,,4

Harris- ;i'Integration is a process of synthesizing the
emotional,the active, and the intellectual aspects ,of be
havior in personally conducted enterprises. But it is also
social. "5 '

Burgess- "Integration is the principle of education
which gives emphasis to unity of human experience."o

Hissong- "From this point of view, integration, there
can be no conflict between academic and special sUbjects,
between academic and special teachers. The contributions of
subject and teacher point toward the same end ••••••• There are
no separating walls here, no sUbject-matter superiorities,
no class inferiorities, no training limits, no age limits."7

Washburne- "The traditional breaking up of the curriculum
into sUbjects, each of which was kept in a water-tight com
partment, unrelated to the others and unrelated to the child's
life, has resulted in a natural and wholesome reaction. This
reaction has led to 'activities program,' 'project method,'
and 'integration.'''8

Kilpatrick- "Just as orientation will be the term most
used in the elementary years, so a wider integration will be
the point of emphasis in the more advanced years.,,9

Taba- "With the concept of integration as a principle,
it is possible to unify many seemingly independent functions,
many phenomena that appear unrelated to each other, within
one unified, yet diversified, scheme. Integration is a func-.
tional principle, and as such it offers a more promising ba
sis for the solutions of problems like the interaction of

4Edison E. Oberholtzer, An Integrated Curriculunl in Practice
(New York: Bureau of Publicatrons~-TeachersCollege, I937) , p.
7.

5Pickens E. Harris, The Curriculum and Cultural Change (New
York: D. Appleton-Century-ITo., 1937), p~45.

0li. O. Burgess, "Integration Principles." Social Educa.tion,
II (January, 1938), p. 21.

7Clyde Hissong, "Integration: A Keynote." Industrial~
cation, XXXIX (November, '193,7), p. 239.

8Carleton E. Washburne, "Current Comment--Sane View of Inte
gration." Industrial Education, XXXIX (September, 1937), p. 193.

~illiam H. Kilpatrick and Others, ~ Educational Frontier
p~~~w,:York: The Century Co., 1933), p. 176.
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mind· and. b'ody, the interaction of the physical and mental
in general •••••••••• "10 . .

Harap- "The concept of integration was definitely and
directly reco'gnized and the use of it attempted. The con
cept utilized was one of a psychological phenomenon .having
to do with the unity of human experience, as a function of
the mind through which experience achieves unity within the
learner. The term has not been used to describe a method of
organizing and developing the experiences of children in
school. Thinking has been in terms of school experiences that
will facilitate integration."ll

Ryan- "The essence of the term 'integration' is unity.
It implies a purpose, a program, and teamwork. Its emphasis
is upon teamwork. ~~en the educator used the word he was
looking at his job as the football coach looks at his prob
lems."12

Skinner- "The most prevalent idea of the meaning of
this term seems to link it with correlation. Integration,
thus defined, refers to some sort of joining or interlacing
of various fields of subject-matter; it is an external de
vice for aiding children in moving from one field of dis
cussion to another. To make easier transitions from reading
to arithmetic, for example, pupils reading about pioneer
life will solve arithmetic problems about Indians and fron
tiersmen."13

Reeder- "Many types of curriculum. organization are in
use. These types are distributed between two extremes. In
one of these extremes, the curriculum is organized by separ
ate and isolated subjects------In the other extreme, all sub
ject lines are eliminated and all subject-matter is merged
into what is usually known as a 'fused,' 'integrated,' or
'unified' curriculum. This type of organization ••.•• is com
ing to be widely used."14

Shaffer- "Integration is a state of an individual in

10Hilda Taba and William H. Kilpatrick, The Dynamics of Educa
~ (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and Co., 1932), p. 66. --

IlHenry Harap and Others, Dept. of Supervisors, The ChAnging
Curriculum, Tenth Yearbook (New York: D. Appleton-Century Co.,
1937), p. 227. .

12Heber H. Ryan, "Integration and the Education of Teachers."
Curriculum Journal , IX (May, 1938), p. 222.

13Charles E. Skinner and Emerson R. Langfitt, An Introduction
1Q. Modern Education (Chicago: D. C. Heath and Co.-;-1937), p. 3ZI.

14Wai'd G. Reeder, f::. First Course .!!! Education (New York: The
Macmi:l1an Co. ,1937J, p.> 155.
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A comparison of the definitions of integration shows the

variety of interpretations placed upon this term. To certain ed

ucators int'egration is concerned with the breaking down of sUbject

matter lines. To others it is a matter of unity of experience.

The concept of unity is the one which seems to be intrinsic.

Probably, the best synthesis is to be found in the statement by

Harap. "The concept of integration ••..•• utilized was one of a

psychological phenomenon having to do with the unity of human ex-

perience, as a function of the mind through which experience

achieves unity within the learner. The term has not been used to

describe a method of organizing and developing the experiences of

children in school. Thinking has been in terms of school experi

ences that will facilitate integration."l?

The writer's definitions are:

Integration is a term used to denote unity--a unity of
~uman experiences, which will influence the person toward
adjustment and unification. His being--mental and physical-
will act as a balanced whole.

An integrated personality or individual has a balanced life.

Re comprehends the various aspects of situations which he faces,

l5taurance F. Shaffer, The Psychology of Adjustment (New York:
Houghton, Mifflin Co., 1936r:-p. 382.

, t, - •

l6Joseph K. Hart, A Social Interpretation 2! Education (New
York: Henry.Holt and Co., 1929), p. 360.

l~Henry Harap and Others, loc • cit.'
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and r~lates them to appropriate and past experiences. His various

habi ts., perceptions, emotions, and motives are fully co-ordinated,

which result ineffective adjustment. The integrated person's,

learning has been interrelated in such a way that he has gained

meanings and understandings which aid him in directing his new

experience to desired ends. He is happy, helpful, cooperative,

and becomes an independent, socially-minded individual who is an

asset to society. Society needs more such assets, if she is to

serve mankind.

An integrated personality develops to the limit of his ca-

pacity, and his achievements are many; he can do several things

and enjoys doing them. He has vocational and avocational in

terests. When he becomes an adult and is without employment, or

has some other misfortune, he is qualified to turn to his avoca

tion or hobby for indemnification.

A disintegrated personality is one of marked contrast. He

reacts in a fragmentary way. He ignores significant clues, or is

unable to make any conclusions which will aid him in adjustment.

He fails to combine his motives with his past experiences and the

necessities of the present situations.

~ college professor has taught many years and has retired.

Now that his job is gone, what shall he do? He is interested in

science, art, and writing, for they have been his avocations. He

has collected many rare specimens and photographs which have been

his pride. Since he has retired as a professor he has turned to

his avocations. These interests have led into further discoveries,

plans, visions, and ambitions. He has written a set of elementary

science readers and has made his own illustrations for the books.

Due to his integrated personality, his life has been equipped to
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fill his place 'intelligently in the world with satisfaction to

himself and to others.

An integrated curriculum is based on the child rather than

on the subject. In an integrated curriculum we dispense with the

strict subject-matter boundaries and attempt to break down the

teaching and testing of separate sUbjects.

Many times the school recognizes the child's interests, needs,

and abilities, but fails to do much about them. The curriculum

should permit the child to develop to the limit of his capacity.

An integrated program is the performance of an integrated

curriculum, which will make for integrated personalities.

B. BASES OF INTEGRATION

1. Philosophy

The integrated program is based on certain philosophies,

which have been transferred to us from the very early exponents

of integration. The first philosophy is stated in this Quotation:

"Recent psychology is united in the opinion that learning involves-

the whole organism." Hopkins states that "integration is as com-

plete at the beginning of the life of an organism as it is at any

other time during its history." This philosophy is based on the

unity of the body parts.

The second philosophy is that education can not be completely

a socializing process unless and until it can intelligently. recog

nize individual differences. There is no opportunity to integrate

personality or to integrate an individual until teachers discover

the differences among children. It is very important that each

teacher not only discover these differences but that he adapt the

school to the children's abilities, interests, aims, and needs.
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The integrated program is based on another philosophy, as,

follows: "Activities furnish the bases through which one develops

the integrated program." The child's world is an active one;

running, jumping, throwing, climbing, skipping, crying, laughing,

singing, and active play of all sorts occupy him when alone or in

a group. Integration is the mode of partidipation and growth.

The child grows in stature as well as mentally, morally, spiritu

ally, and socially, through his numerous activities.

Emerson says, "Only so much do I know, as I have lived."

This quotation is a key to activities which are basic for inte-

gration. This does not mean a preparation for living but living

in reality. The activities do not pertain to all physical or to

all mental activities, but a unity of activities--mental, physical,

and social.

2. Biological Basis

The biological basis pertains to the biological make-up of

the human body. Two great integrative mechanisms of the body are

the nervous system and the end0crine system. These operate to

gether, but their essential modes of action are quite different.

Every human brain must therefore be considered a system with

its own peCUliar internal activities of individual control, as .

well as its own peculiar sensitivity to environmental influences.

The nervous system is controlled by the sense organs and the brain.

The neural impulses are transmitted through the sense organs,

which report the outside world, to the nerve centers in the brain •

. Here. the impulses are registered and responses are given.

The endo.crine system is a system of ductless glands. Their

secretions are known as hormones. Responses are co-ordinated by

means ot. these chemical in~egratorswithinthe body.
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The glandular and nervous systems are closely interrelated.,

What does this have to do with an integrated program? A school

program may affect the child badly, and then this biological,

integration may not take place. An automobile will run efficient

ly, but stops running if the snow is drifted before the automo

bile's wheels. The same is true of the body; it becomes disin

tegrated if the school program is like a snow drift which blocks

the integrative functioning of its various organs.

"Only as we understand the biological basis of human behavior

can we promote the type of education which makes for maximum

integration of the individual within himself and with his environ-

ment."18

3. Principles

Integration follows certain principles. The first signifi

cant principle which underlies an integrated program is that

sUbject-matter grows out of children's needs and experiences.

Children are taught the things which they actually need and in

which they are interested. "Interest serves as a motor, not a

rudder."

Some time ago a class was studying "spore formation." They

had been reading about it but they did not comprehend the material

on the printed page. The teacher gave a ,talk 0n "spore formation,"

but the children showed no understanding whatsoever. First,

the children had no ability to associate their experiences with

the present situation or with the content. Second, the teacher

la.cked the ability to guide them in this process. The teacher

should have given the children some first-hand experience as a

" .:~8Levl T. Hopkins and. Others, Integration--Its Meaning and
Application (New York: D. Appleton-Century Co.:-1937), p. 1050
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starting point, 'such as seeing a mouldy piece of bread. With the,

old experience as a basis, he could be led to new understandings,

thus reconstructing his total experience.

We reconstruct our experience when we rebuild our ideas in

the light of newly discovered relationships between the old and

the new experiences. If a microscope and a piece of mouldy bread

had been in the room, the child's experience would have had a new

meaning; it would have been enriched. Further, it would have been

under better control, for in the light of what he had found out

the learner could have gone to new experiences with understanding.

The term "experience" implies some method by which one adjusts

himself to his environment. How can one adjust himself if he doesn't

know or understand his environment? If he meets the situation

again, can he understand it through his past experiences? The an-

swer is "no." In the above case the teacher taught subject-matter.
c

She did not consider the child's interests, experiences, and pur-

poses. The ascendency of subject-matter only obliterated his in-

terest, his concepts, and his personality.

An integrated program is composed of new fields and each field

has a broad area. The content of each field is selected on the

bases -9f the child, his interests, capacities, and needs. This

conception of educational procedure develops the "whole" child,

I and thus an integrated personality.
I.
I~ The second principle of integration has to do with the allot-

ment of sUbject-matter and of materials. How much reading, writing,

arithmetic,muscle activity, 'and fine art shall there be? What

materials can be used and how long shall they be used? Dewey be

lieves that the measure of any institution--economic, domestic,

legal, ,religious, or educational--isits effect in enlarging and
, . ,', i'
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improv~ng experiences. There is no limited or designated time

for us~ng applicable material and having certain units of,work.

Time and logical procedure should not be considered at the expense

of children. The speed of the present age has caused many disin-

tegrated personalities. "Too swift is as tardy as too slow."

This principle permits a flexible organization. Plans are

tentative Rnd substitutions or alternations can be made, according

to the situation. This principle permits the teacher to have

plans, but not to exercise them at the expense of the children.

For illustration, re~ding does not have to be from a d~finite book,

a certain page, and at a certain tine. It may be from an English

text, a Geography, or even a Speller, according to the situation.

The third principle: teaching and learning situations pro-

mote greater pupil and teacher control. This situation furni~hes

each pupil with creative and integrated experiences, by attaching

his learning activities to his interest.

The school program should furnish a core of rich, life-

experiences, which will make meaningful many of the other school

activities. For example, if a child is working on a llilit of work

he may need to do some correspondence. Thus, he will do some

letter, writing, which will include his spelling, writing, and oral

as well as written English. This letter will furnish a core of

rich experiences, which will make his activity meaningful and yet

may act as a supplement to his unit of work. In other words, his

writing a letter had a purpose; he saw a need for the use of these

separate SUbjects, not as separate subjects but as activities

that must be carried out in order that he may reach his goal.

The last princip~e should not be overlooked. An integrated

program should make possible a more significant and unified
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Table 1

4

c

·7

Section

Yes No

12o

B

Section

Yes No

A Comparison Between the Number
of Social Studies Departments

That Have Tried Various
Integrated Courses and the

Number of Supervising
Teachers Wilo Favor

the Same Integrated Courses

materials:

and the Present Status of Special Methods

C. TRENDS IN IDEA AND PP.ACTICE OF INTEGRATION

in Social Studies"

interpretation of the problems of SOd.ELI life which the child, . '.

Much space has been given to the philosOI!hy which is basic

One is now concerned with the present situation in the elemen-

"A Study of the Trends, Developments,

T1..BLE I

meets from day to day. He does not live in the past or in the

tuni ty for the develorment of individuali ty, \~Ihere the child will

act as a balanced whole.

future--he lives now. This principle should give greater oppor-,

1. General methods

than two centuries.

to integration, and to the principles of integration. The philo-

sophy is quite old bilt remains sound and has survived for more

school program. Table I shows a study which relates to the pro-

t t · f . t t· 19gress or presen prac lces 0 ln egra lon.

Integrated courses embracing. special

methods and each of the following

tary school. One recognizes certain trends in the elenlentary

I
I

i:l
I

~
f'
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19John' E. O'Connor, "A Study of the Trends, Developments, and
the Present Status of'Special Methods in the Social Studies."
(Indiana State Library, 1936), p. 52.

grated courses. The data in Section B was filled by the Heads

of Departments of Social Studies. The data in Section C were

filled by the supervising teachers of social studies. Each sec

tion gives the specific reactions of each group. It is signifi

cant that out of a total of eighty-two responses to the points in

Section B, only seven, or 8.5 per cent, indicated that any·integra

tions had been tried. In contrast to this showing, out of a total

of eighty-one responses by the supervising teachers, sixty-one,

5

2

3

2

2

1

6

4

8

11

11

14

9

10

11

11

10

12

o

2

2

o

2

1

vised teaching

teaching

vation phase of beginning super

vised teaching

b. Two. courses in supervised

studies

a. The first course in super-

materials
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or 75. y per cent, declared themselves in favor of the offering

of the same integrated courses •
.

This study indicates that many teachers and educators are

thinking about this subject or method of teaching.

The first trend toward and evidence of integration is:

teachers recognize individual differences. One sees that many

teachers watch for a period of reading readiness within the child.

They use seats, books, and materials that are fitted to individual

needs. They check the child's physical make-up. The child may

need glasses, or his dietary may need specific attention. The

teacher usually sees that the child gets what is needed. Teachers

are giving some remedial work to children, according to their

need. The material given is on the child's level. Many times ~

child chooses his own activity and works at his own rate of speed;

thus, he does not need to proceed at the same rate at which the

rest of the class moves.

Along with these procedures, teachers do some homogeneous

grouping, for they may discover a few children who have like in

terests , needs, abilities, and purposes. These children may be

able to work together.

The second trend is that schools provide numerous materials

and activities. Most teachers would prefer many small sets of

readers, instead of just one large set. There are many kinds of

bopks for children and one has a fine selection to choose from.

There are, numerous other materials which are available, such as:

library books, pictures, magazines, and coloring media. There is

no. limit to the variety of the materials and to the sources from

whi.ch. th.ey may be secured.

, There are numerous organizations and activities which are
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social, and educational. These constitute exhibits, excursions,

partie~, and clubs_such as Girl Reserve, Boy Scout, safety

patrol, Orchestra, Glee Club, Band, Junior Red Cross, an~ many

others.

The third trend is the practice of informal procedures with

in some schools. The time allotment for subjects is rather in-

formal. One does not say he will have to stop w~th the clock,

that the unit of work will have to be done in six weeks or that

a picture has to be done today. Many times, the teacher implies

that you may finish tomorrow and you may work as far as you can.

Sometimes the seating arrangement is very informal--in a

circle, half circle, around a table, in a corner, or on the floor.

These arrangements do not prohibit whispering but rather permit

it at times. Often committees need to whisper in order to carry

on their work. Then, too, the teacher may have her desk in the

back of the room, and may have a reading lamp near a table or a

chair. She may have "what-nots," such as you would find in a

home living-room, on mantles or window-sills in the school room.

There are also informal recitations and discussions. Years

ago, the child was the listener and the teacher was the lecturer.

Now, the teacher may be a listener and a sympathetic one. The

child may have been the one who made the plans for the day's pro

gram and the day's activities. Formerly, it was the teacher's

planning; now, it is planning by the group.

There are other informal procedures which are trends toward

integration. Some schools have informal dismissal--not marching

out of the classroom, two by two. After all, when in life does

one march in this fashion? The teacher really doesn't need to say,

·"Sit up straight, ready, stand, pass, and march with your partner."



Some schools have informal grading methods. The teacher,

grades ~he child ac~ording to his mental and social ability, or

he marks by a two-letter system, satisfactory and unsatisfactoryo
,

Some schools send letters to parents as needed.

All of these procedures point to the fact that teachers are

slowly putting the theories of its exponents--Rousseau, Pestalozzi,

Froebel, Dewey, Montessori, Kilpatrick, and Hopkins--into practice.

These trends toward integration make it more possible for us to

go into Chapters II and III of this thesis.



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL DEVELOP1~NT 'OF THE

"INTEGRATI ON" MOVEMENT

Every theory has an inception and it is then either accepted

or discarded. Some theories are acknowledged readily and others

accepted slowly. When one studies the theory of integration, he

concludes that it has been accepted slowly and that the theory of

integration has been "passed on" from one person and time to

another.

Jean Jacques Rousseau is perhaps the first exponent of the

int'egration theory, as one discovers after reading his detailed

biography.

Rousseau's life was full of inconsistencies and contradic-

tion, but in spite of these he has contributed to education. It

is said that the theories of no man are more clearly a product

of his heredity, experience, and times than those of Rousseau.

The parentage and training of Rousseau tended to make him

emotional, imaginative, and precocious. Due to the death of his

mother, his good father gave him a great deal of care and atten

tion. He sat up with him, night after night until daylight,

reading the silliest and most sensational of romances.

Jean Jacques lived with his cousin outside the city of Geneva.

Here his environment cultivated a love of nature, and the theory

that departure from nature had corrupted humanity. His sympathy

with nature and of the oppressed became ~trangthened by his wan

derings. His atti tud.e blended with the sentiment of the period.

At this time he did much writing. In the Emile he applies his

naturalistic principles of education. Here he recognizes some
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for the cooperation of these three forces. The child's natural

as well as memorizing.

Act II. Scene I.,.'. . ·lWill:i.a~ Shalt"espe'are, As You Like It.
-----

tongues in trees, books in running brooks, sermons in stones and

good in everything. ,,1

Rousseau believed that one is educated by three kinds of

teachers--nature, men, and things--and that there is a necessity

capacities. He advocated expression and activity and reasoning

~uence, and develop the body as well as the mind.

His method of education had definite lines of progressive

methods of teachine;. The child was the center of interest, and

movements must not be restrained; he must learn through conse-

theori~s of integration and a trend toward an integrated program.

He advocates that ~he way to study nature is to go to the outdoor

laboratory. Shakespeare expressed himself similarly: "F,inds

Rousseau saw individual characteristics, instincts, interests, and

altogether by his mother. She was a woman of great unselfishness

and genuine piety, and her training had a lasting influence, upon

his educational ideals. Another strong influence upon his life

was that of his grandfather,a pastor in the village.

With his grandfather he would visit the poor, sick, suffer

in~ peasants, and the distressed of the parish. All through

Pestalozzi's life one can see this influence. He organized

the Emile, which presented a new method of teaching.

Pestalozzi's early training by his mother influenced his ed

ucational ideas, but made him sensitive and rather impractical.

His father had died and he was brought up from childhood almost

The happiest educational results of Rousseau came through

Pestalozzi. It was Pestalozzi that carried out the naturalism of
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school~ for peasants and orphans, where he taught very objec

tively. He gave t1:le girls training in domestic duties and needle

work, while the poys were given practical instruction in gar-.
dening.

His ambitions were again realized when he took charge of a

throng of orphan children in the Ursuline convent at Stanz. He

taught the children morality, religion, numbers, language, geo

graphy, and history through experience, Observation, and objects,

rather than through books.

Pestalozzi is given full credit for the introduction of ob-

ject teaching. He taught reading through "syllabaries," language

through objects, arithmetic through the table of units, and

geometry through drawing curves and lines. He devised many boards,

charts, and objects to illustrate his teaching.

Many teachers today fail to make use of objective teaching.

Some time ago a teacher was teaching a lesson on simple measures.

The teacher had the subject on his mind, not the child. The child

was asked how many inches in one and one-half feet? The child

gave the wrong answer, and the teacher said, "Next." The next

child gave the wrong answer and the teacher still said, "Next."

The t~acher failed to use the foot rule in the solution of the

problem or to give any illustrations throughout the writer's visit.

Through two centuries of time, teachers have not practiced.
Object teaching to a very great extent. We owe Pestalozzi the

idea of using objects in teaching. "Value of his achievements

rests not in their adequacy or finality, but in the fact that they

were the germ of all modern pedagogy and reform.,,2

2Frank .P.Graves, Great Educators of Three centuries (New
York: The Macmillan Co., 1912), p. 151:-
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B~fore ppptalozzi, education had been largely schol&rly

learniqg, and for ~he select few only. But through bis endeavor,

education was extended to the masses of people, whether poor or

rich. Public schools, orphanages, industrial schools, schools

for the deaf and QUInb, reforFi schools J Rnd even r:risons are out-

gro,rVths of his ambitions. IJestaloz.zi thougLt every child had I.l

right to the legitimate development of all his powers.

Ideas,_ theories, and practices are handed down from one to

another. Friedrich Froebel, another great educational theorist,

developed the principles of Pestalozzi. !'r~oreov(;r, he developed

his system for a period of life totally untouched by Pestalozzi,

and formulated principles and Plethods that have COE1e to underlie

every stage of education in modern times. ,,3 Be vias the founder of

the kindergarten.

Friedrich Froebel's father was a Lutheran clergyman, and this

religious influence of the home made an ineradicable impression

upon Friedrich. Through his religious training and his lonely

life in the forest, his mysticism and search for unity and con-

nectedness were started. He had a great interest in natural science

He went to the University of Jena, where this interest was en-

couraged. However, much of the schmce instru(~tion failed to l:Iake

clear the mystic unity for which he sought.

Froebelsaw more than ever the need for a bro&der training.

He went to Berlin and crystalized his law of unity. He forever

kept sight of his original purpose of educational reform, that of

child nature education. He declined a professorship and took

charge of five young nephews. Thi~ was his chance to practice his

3Ibid.) p. 194.
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theory~ Soon his group grew larger, and he rounded The Universal

German Institute of Education at the Thuringian village of
.

Keilhau. Here he trained the children through selr expression,.
play, construction, nature, romances, and ballads. His idea of

unity in these activities and sUbjects are early beginnings of

integration.

In 1835 the government of Berne asked him to come to the

castle of Burgdorf. While here he began to devise playthings,

games, songs, and movements for his kindergarten work in 1837.

These toys and activities encouraged self-activity, social par~

ticipation, and imitation. To him self-activity meant more than

mere activity--not simply a response to suggestion, or instruction,

but the carrying out of the child's own impulses and decisions.

Froebelianism and the kindergarten spread in many directions-

France, Belgium, Holland, England, Italy, and the United States.

The kindergarten has had wide influence in the United States. It

was introduced to Boston by Elizabeth P. Peabody, to New York by

Maria Bolte, and to st. Louis by Susan E. Blow. Support was given

by S. H. Hill, Mrs. Quincy A. Shaw, and others. At that time,

Mrs. Shaw supported at least thirty kindergarten institutions.

And sQ the Froebelian theory permeated the educational world.

One has an opportunity to know John Dewey's theories, inter

ests, and contributions in a bit different way. One knows him as

a lecturer, philosopher, professor, writer, and teacher. We hear

his name whenever we hear the word "education."

Dewey was born at Burlington, Vermotit. He was educated in

the school of his· home town, aft·er which he continued his educa-

l tlon at J,ohns Hopkins University, where he studied philosophy
i.

~der:Professor George S. Morris. Dewey then completed his
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gradua~e work at Baltimore University.

H~ taught at ¥niversity of Michigan, University of Minnesota,

University of Chicago, and Columbia University. While h~ was at

University of Chicago, he founded and conducted an experimental

school, in which his theory was put into practice.

He is active in various social and educational movements.

He visited China and Japan in order to study their educational

systems.

Among his many books, probably the best known is his ~

cracy ~ Education. "It has a place along with the works of

Pestalozzi, Froebel, Spencer, and William James.,,4

By reading his books, one arrives at conclusions which are

very sound, sincere, logical, and practical. He states that "Edu

cation is not a mere means to such a life; education is life.,,5

Dewey implies that activities are not chiefly for sense impres

sions; they are for wlderstanding life, for living and promoting

and guiding the normal, social development of the child. Dewey

conceived mental growth as qualitative rather than quantitative.

"The child's mind does not become an adult's mind, through mere

activity, but through experiencing, emotionally, physically, men

tally, and socially. Activity only has value if it affords richer

experiencing. ,,6 The present day still looks to him for leader-

ship.

4Stanley J. Kunitz, Authors--Todax~Yesterdax (New York:
The H. W. Wilson Co., 1933), p. 197.

5John Dewey, Democracx~ Education (New York: The Macmillan
Co., 1916), p.417~ "

6Isaac Doughton, Modern Public Education (New York: D.
Appleton-Century Co., 1935), p. 90.

L:! .
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M~ria Montessori is the first woman to be considered in any

similar list of educators, but the writer feels she has a place

in the history of the theories and practices of integrat~on. She

may be compared to Pestalozzi, in that she founded a school for

unfortunate' children.

Montessori was born in Italy, during the nineteenth century.

She was very successful in teaching feeble-minded children and so

she was determined to apply the same method of teaching to the

education of normal children.

From this ambition one sees that she recognized Individual

differences and attempted to teach the ones who had low mental

ability. Some teachers today consider the low mental cases im

possible. They say, "They can't learn, so why try to teach them?"

Others do not recognize the low mental ability of children, and

try to force content upon the slow ones; thus, they never achieve

success.

This, "achieving success," is,a, forceful argument for an in

tegration program. Every child should achieve some success. Ad

just the school to the child so that he becomes interested and

can thus be an asset to his school society. Dewey implies that

the s~hool is a community, and that the school is failing to keep

up with the industrial world. The child in the school has been

depressed by the tension of too much teaching, too much content,

and too much dictation, rather than guidance.

Montessori had the same idea, for the central idea of her

system is "self education," 'allowing the child to ahoose those

activities in which he is most interested. This principle is

basetio:q :the idea that this one interest will lead into another,

and so on.
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In naming William H. Kilp~trick as another exponent and

promoter of integration, one sees the direct influence of John

Dewey and others. Kilpatrick was a student of Dewey. Teachers

do have a great influence on the ones whom they teach.

Kilpatrick graduated from Johns Hopkins University and

Columbia University. At the present time one cannot arrive at

definite conclusions, for Kilpatrick has not traveled his full

span of life. However, one does know a man's point of view by

reading his works. Some of his best-known writings are: 'Education

!2£ ~ Changing Civilization, How ~ Learn, Education and the Social

Crisis, and The Educational Frontier.

"The Progressives have apparently seen the light; although

undirected growth with nothing fixed in advance is now to be re-

placed by social planning •••••••••••••• Cooperation is to be sub

stituted for competitive spirit ••••••••••••• ,,? Such a principle,

Kilpatrick advocates.

The most recent exponent of integration, and the last to be

considered in this study, is Levi Thomas Hopkins. It is safe to

say that he has given a great deal of time to the study of inte

gration, its meaning, theory, principles, and application.

As chairman of the Society for Curriculum Study, he has

edited the book Integration--Its Meaning and Application. This

text contains the thinking of a number of curriculum experts of

the country, and it is a helpful reference to those concerned with

the understanding and application of the theory of integration.

One's confidence in Dr; Hopkins as a leader in the applica

tion of the principle of integration is deepened because of his

7M1chael Demiashkevich, 1£~ Philosophy of Education (Chicago::
American Book Co. ,1935), p. 138•.
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breadt~ of experience which includes that of teacher, superin

tendent of a Boys' School, instructor of history, high school
.

principal, city superintendent, assistant in the Graduate School

of Education at Harvard, associate professor in Colorado Univer-

sity, curriculum advisor, associate professor in Columbia Univer-

sity, and curriculum expert of Lincoln School.

His work at Lincoln School is similar to that of John Dewey's

work at the University of Chicago. Both educators actually saw

their theories put into practice in experimental schools.

Because of Dr. Hopkins' interest, ability, and contributions,

one should look to him for further guidance and authority.

CONCLUSION CONCERNING EXPONENTS OF INTEGRATION

This stUdy has shown a general picture of the methodology of

previous exponents and their principles and theories of integra-

tion. One concludes that these ideas are old, but yet new, in so

far as practicing them in the elementary schools of today is con-

cerned. Perhaps the reason for the slow acceptance of these

theories and principles is due to the fact that these philosophers

were ahead of the times, or perhaps it is true that these philoso-

one from a few specific points or principles.

(1) Activities

Rousseau had the idea that activities were chiefly for sense

impressions, while Pestalozzi advocated that activities were for

vocational preparation; Froebel emphasized that activities were

for motor expression of inner growth, and Dewey states that acti

Vities are'forunderstanding life--life in which the child will
, ,

have a normal socIal development•.
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8Isaac Doughton, loco cit.

(2) Nature 2! growth

Froebel thoug~t growth or evolution of mind in the child was

quantitative; the child's little mind "became the adult's, big

mind." Dewey's conception of mental gro\rth is that the mind is

qualitative rather than quantitative. He implies that the child's

mind has a property, a characteristic, or an attribute, rather

than an amount or a proportion. This idea is related closely to

the constant intelligence quotient theory. Dewey believes that

infancy, youth, and adult life all stand on the same educational

level, in the sense that what is really learned at any and eve~y

stage of experience constitutes the value of that experience. He

has said that we live as fully at one level of growth as another;

it is a matter of development. Intellectual growth means constant

expansions of horizons and consequent formation of new purposes

and new responses. Growth is not something done to children but

something they do, for their minds have quality.

This idea of growth is related closely to integration; thus,

Dewey is an integrationist. When education is a process of the

reconstruction of experience, which gives power in self-direction

and in adjustment to the group, it has accomplished its end.

(3) Freedom

"Rousseau kept entirely out of the way and gave nature a free

hand. Froebel thought education should be passive, not prescrip

tive.,,8 Of all Dewey's theories, none has caused so much discus

sion as the question of freedom. Dewey explained his idea of free

dom when he operated the experimental school at Chicago. In part,

he said, "Freedom means essentially the part played by thinking
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The Exponents of Integration and Their Methodology

Contribution

Education, a process
of the reconstruc
tion of experience,
which gives power in
self-direction and
in adjustment to
group

Education is life-
not a preparation for
life-
Life experiences

Feeble-minded and
backward children
Sense training
Auto-education
Doctrine of freedom

Nature was a teacher

Mass education
Object-teaching-
He put together all
ideas of the past

Kindergarten
Learning through
activity-
Sense training

Organized on
basis of child's
needs-
Undirected devel
opment of individ
ual

Organized on
basis of child's
needs-
Child as a unit
His relation to
society

Organized on
basis of child's
needs-
Child the reason
for sohool- .
SUbject-matter
not an end in it
self, but brought
in to carryon
needed activities

Organized on
basis of child's
needs-
Natural princi
ple of growth
Bring individu
al into unity
with himself and
others-

Organized on
basis of child's
needs-
School in home

Method of
Organization

Child in nature

Teacher

Kilpatrick

Montessori

Dewey

Rousseau

Froebel

Pestalozzi

9John Dewey, Ope cit., p. 352.

h ,'.

1871-

1859-

1870-

The following chart gives a picture of the theories and con

tributions of the educators afore mentioned.

1782-1851

1712-1778

1746-1827

,
r
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1889-
.'

Hopkins Organized on
basis of ~hild's

needs-
Greater emphasis
on scope of sub
ject matter ra
ther than se
quence
Functional value
of subject-matter
of greater impor
tance than sub
ject structure

Fusion of various
powers, abilities,
knowledges, traits,
and urges into
unified life

Present stage

Before considering this new, integrated procedure in teach

ing, one should conclude on some general laws of learning. How

does one learn? Under what conditions does one learn?

(1) Learning is an active process; it proceeds best when the

learner takes part--his interest and purpose are in it. (2)

Learning is conditioned by the fitness of the learner. This in

cludes his chronological and mental age, his interests, emotions,

and previous experiences. (3) Learning is a unity, made up of

many complex stimuli and responses. (4) There are certain dis-

tinguishable types of learning: memorization, appreciation, per

ception, sensori-motor, and problem solving. (5) Learning re-

quires guidance and assistance in various degrees.

The writer has already said that teachers have recognized

individual.differences; that is, John is a poor reader; he !Jan

neither spell nor work problems. But what do teachers do about

John? They keep him·under constant and powerful pressure to do

his p~rticulargrade work, cause him to dislike school, and bring

about-acoompanying emotional disturbances. Not only must teaohers
. -

of today recognize these individual differences, but they must
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also d~termine a method of teaching which will make for some

growth or progress within the individual.
" -

A few educators look at the integrated teaching method as a,

solution, or a big step, in making for integrated personalities.

"Today we lool{ upon learning situations as wholes, involving va

rious types of learning as related parts of a real situation. One

or another type of learning may predominate, but several are

usually present. Furthermore, we look upon the individual learner

himself as a unity. There must be integration of the child's

physical, intellectual, and emotional learnings."lO

Kilpatrick says that "All learning and teaching organiza

tions must proceed through caring for four things or aspects:

(1) purposing, (2) planning, (3) executing, and (4) judging. In

doing these things the learner will utilize any and all types and

laws of learning as he needs to. ,,11

The laws of learning and Kilpatrick's functioning aspects of

education can be yardsticks by which to measure an elementary in-

tegrated program.

SUGGESTED INTEGRATED PROGRAM

l Introductory period. This period is the initiation of the
k
~ learnfng situation. This may be purposihg, assigning, preparing,

and pre-testing, which will include any or all of the procedures

indicated by these terms. It may be pupil-initiated or teapher

directed. This period will allow the child to show his interests,

needs, past experiences, and abilities, It will be socially

lOWilliam H. Burton and A. S. Barr, Introduction 12 Education
(New York: D. Appleton-Century ao., 1934), p. 635.

llIbid. " p. 636•....--
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planneq, not teacher dictated.

Working period. This period has already indicated the pro

cedure--it is active, and learning situations are under ~y.

This may involve individual, socialized small-group or large group

work, just as the situation demands. Here planning, questions,

experiments, excursions, exercises, lectures, constultation of

authorities, socialized discussion, individual reports, super

vision of study, writing letters, use of books and laboratories,

creative work, and organizing and summarizing take place. "Here

the myriad so-called 'methods' come in.,,12

This period also involves diagnosis of difficulties, of

special disabilities, etc., and planning of remedial measures.

This period is one which causes the growth of each child to be

continuous. The teacher must plan how to keep the growth going

in the right direction.

Demonstration period. The term implies a final step or "show

down" in the integrated program. This should not be called a

testing period, for there are accomplishments or failures, which

can not be determined by tests. But tests may be used, standard

ized and objective tests made by the teacher to test fact and

skill learnings. Other tests should be given, which will require

reasoning in the solution of home, community, and world problems.

The child has problems, so do the home and community. Can the

child help solve these problems in any way?

The teacher should be alert and recognize other situations

and accomplishments which are far more important than the so-called

"primary learnings." Is the child physically sound, socially
. -,. .

l2William H. Burton and A. S. Barr, loco cit.
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adjust~d, and emotionally integrated?

Another important question with reference to the integrated
"

program is: How shall this procedure be operated? This implies

another consideration of the previous laws of learning. Laws

two and six are the answers to this question. Any teaching pro

cedure should permit the learner to take an active part; that is,

it should integrate the child's interest and capacities. However,

learning does require guidance and assistance in various degrees.

Some teachers are very skillful in making themselves unobtrusive

and are therefore very much in the background. This unnoticeable

leadership is one characteristic of good teaching. "Teaching is

therefore not only utilizing the natural learning impulses and

activities manifested by pupils, but it is the arousal, stimula

tion, and guidance of learning processes. tt13

In conclusion, the suggested integrated elementary program

meets the criteria proposed by the exponents of the theory,

Kilpatrick's standards, and the laws of learning. It remains for

the teacher, who is the guide, to carry this program forth to

fruition. Unless she understands thoroughly and is in rapport

with the theory of integration, the program will fail. The teacher

has a great responsibility. Teaching demands the use of her best

judgment, imagination, initiative, ability, and enthusiasm. Many

teachers regard teaching simply as the assignment and hearing of
.,

lessons. Stimulating the child to learn, developing his interests,

helping him to become socially adjusted, are the duties of every

teacher.

-13Ibid., p. 539.



CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTION OF A UNIT OF WORK

The follo\rlng chapter deals with the second phase of'this

study; first, the description of a unit of work on Transportation

as taught by the writer; second, the evaluation of this unit in

the light of the principles underlying the theory of integration.

This unit was taught by the writer during the first semester

of the school year 1936 and 1937 in the third grade of the Public

Schools of Huntington, Indiana.

The children had had many experiences before entering the

third grade. As a basis for the selection of the unit on Trans-

portation, it was necessary to consider these past experiences.

The travel experience of the children included walking, riding on

horseback, bicycle, riding in automobile, bus, ship, boat, street

car, airplane, and train. Certain children were able to read,

write, and to express themselves through art and talking. Others

were able to work cooperatively in a group in the solving of prob-

lems or the construction of things.

The second step was the discovery of the needs 'of this group.

The following list includes those most apparent. Some children

needed to develop interest, initiative, and freedom of expression.

Others needed to develop certain character traits and personality.

In addition, the course of study required that certain skiLls be

mastered in order that the pupils be qualified for the next grade.

The approach. When the children returned to school in the

fall, they were eager to share their vacation experiences. Each

child had many interesting things to tell; he told where he had

been, whom he had visited, how he reached his destination, and

what he had done to occupy his time.
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T~e sharing of experiences the first day led to the conclu

sion that other ch~ldren had had similar, as well as unusual,

experiences related to travel. It was apparent that they were
,

interested in travel. This was considered by the teacher and a

Transportation unit was launched.

The children brought pictures, maps, and curios from places

which they had visited during the summer. Similar materials were

placed on the library table and bulletin board by the teacher.

Additional materials such as books, magazines, slides, postal

cards, and steropticon views were made available.

The next morning led to group discussions and work. The fol-

lowing lines give an outline of the discussion somewhat as it took

place:

Marthetta said she had been in Chicago and had ridden in
a boat on Lake rlichigan.

Marvin said he had visited in New York and had spent
almost a day at the harbor. He told about the tug boats, ocean
liners, barges, and freighters. He brought many snap-shot
pictures to illustrate his talk.

Another child reported that-he had gone to Chicago by
train. He told the children about his trip to the airport
and about the ride on a passenger plane.

Nancy then recalled her visit to the Century of Progress
in Chicago. She told about the Goodyear dirigible.

Joe then told of his ride in the "Amos and Andy" sky
ride car.

Another told of his street car ride in Indianapolis.
His description of the ride on the viaduct was especi~lly in-
teresting.

Marvin then described the ~raffic in New York, the ele
vated railroads, the "rubber-neck" busses, and the subways.

Billy told of his new bicycle and his experiences with
it. Other children told of their experiences with bicycles.

Conversation and purposeful planning went on and on. Some

children had read the transportation stories and poems from the
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library table. These books gave information about many of their

experi~nced modes ?f travel.

Procedure. The library materials, discussions, and reading

fused into working problems, writing, language, health, art work,

spelling, history, geography, and safety.

The children soon discovered many modes of travel. These

were well represented by the various experiences of the childreno

History, reading, and geography were introduced by a reader, which

gave an historical foundation of transportation. This story was

a fine one, for it gave in a very interesting way the story of

the pageant, "Wings of a Century."

This reading integrated with other subjects. The children

wrote simple sentences about boats, bicycles, trains, street cars,

etc. These fused into spelling, writing, and language work. New

words mentioned and used were the spelling for that semester.

Punctuation and sentence structure were needed, learned, and used,

in order to write the sentences.

The conversations and activities fu~ed into map study. They

were interested in the places which they had visited: New York,

Chicago, Indianapolis, Ft. Wayne, and various places.

-~essons which were geography material were introduced by the

children, not the teacher; in other words, there was a purpose for

studying a map. The children readily saw the widely varied dis-.
tances of the places mentioned and the direction of each place;

thus, they realized the geometric 8nd geographic location of each

region. These factors led into realization of the relation of

man to his environment. For example, New York City was not just

east of Indiana; it was a coastal city which made an ideal harbor;

. Indianapolis was an inland city. Why is New York a shipping
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center?, 'Why is 'Indianapolis not such a great ship};ing center:

What' about their own citv's location?
'. _ ..

Each day led into other new fields. Marvin's experience

seemed to be unusual and the general work seemed to be centralized

upon water transportation, while land and air transportation

supplemented the other work.

A guest speaker came to the ~oom for an afternoon's program.

She had just returned fro'ill Burope. In her discussion she gave

complete information about her trip on the ocean liner. She was

qualified to speak to the children for she spoke on a third grade

child's level; the information was interesting and comprehensible.

This valuable information was second only in value to a reel ex

perience of an ocean voyage. She gave a full description of the

ocean liner, the passengers, their activities, and the sights while

on the water.

The children asked questions in a "give and take" fashion.

She told them facts which could not be found in a book or even in

pictures.

At the close of the afternoon's work t1:..e children gave a

party ,for the guest speaker. A very informal program was given

after which refreshments were served.

The children were eager for further information concerning

ships and water transportation. They wrote business letters to.
steamship companies at New York and San Francisoo. The replies

gave additional inforMation about exports, imports, descriptions

of ocean trips, and routes. They received pictures and maps in

addition.

The group wrote a personal letter of appreciation to the

speaker of a short time ago. There was a real purpose for writing
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that some boats were foreign, some boats were for business, some

for facts. At different intervals during the term, science came

into the unit. It was interwoven with the entire unit of work.

To show that

Wind is power
Effect on transportation
a. Air
b. Sea

Air has pressure
Effect on air transportation

Air has weight
Friction opposes motion

Effect on air transportation

. Wind drifts sand--sand dunes
Effect on transportation
a. Land
b. Sea

Experiments Which Were Used

Experiment

4. Blow sand and show the
parting of sand

2. Fill a drinking glass
with water and cover it
with a blotter. Invert
the drinking glass.

3. Blow A. piece of paper
and direct it by the
blowing of breath

1. Pull water into the
mouth through a straw

these t~o types of letters, business and personal.

Th~ boys and g~rls became interested in kinds of boats and

in what these different kinds of boats transported. They saw
I

were for pleasure. They became interested in the fish industry

as well as in trade, and they studied the imports from Japan,

China, England, and other countries.

Demonstration of Air Pressure

The following are experiments which illustrate various scientific

principles. These were applied to climates, tenweratures, a

balloon as a mode of transportation, and other phases of life.

Experiments bring the outside world to the small child.

These experiments clarify his ideas and they stimulate his desire
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These led into other experiments and experiences. The

Demonstration of Air Pressure
( cont' d. )

Blow dust and show how
it travels

Gases Lighter Than Air Tend to
Rise

1. Make a strong solution
of castile soap. Add a
few drops of glycerine.
Children blow soap bub
bles. Then connect a
clay pipe to a piece of
rubber tubing attached
to a gas jet. ForIll soap
bubbles by turning on
gas. Large bubbles
will rise to the ceiling.

Use of Thermometer

1. Keep records of daily
temperature

Demonstration of Power of Steam

1. Watch steam from a tea
kettle. Watch lid rise.

Weight of Water in Relation to
Materials

10 Throw piece of wood on
the water

2. Throw piece;of rubber
on the water

Wind carries dust
Effect on transportation
a. Land

Some gases rise
Effect on air transportation
Ascension of a balloon and
dirigible

Thermometers register weather
. conditions

Effect on transportation
a. Air
b. Land
c. Sea

Steam has power
Effect on transportation
a. Land
b. Sea

Wood floats
Effect on sea transportation

Rubber floats
Effect on transportation
a. Sea"

1. Life-savers
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childr~n began construction work. They made an ocean liner called

"Miss America." When it was completed it was ten feet long and

four feet wide at the widest place. It had three decks, three.
smoke stacks, imaginary state rooms, and a real gangplank, which

the children used as they boarded the ship. "Miss America" was

fully equipped with signal lights, tug boats, and portholes which

would operate.

Costum~s were made for the sea captain, stewards, stewardess,

a.nd the sailors. An original play, which took place on the har

bor and on "Miss America," was given. This called for an original

sailor dance. At a later time this sailor dance was given before

the high school group.

While water transportation was not finlshed, yet the work led

into other modes of travel. The writer means that there were no

lines marking off water, land, or air transportation, but a gener-

al centralized attention on one at a time; not, however, to an

exclusion of other modes of transportation.

More information was centered on aircraft. Pictures, songs,

poems, and stories were studied in connection with water transpor

tation. Business letters were written to aircraft companies. The

companies sent a large and varied supply of pictures, maps, and

pamphlets describing air transportation. A song, "A Night Air

Plane Goes By," was used as a basis for airplane study. The chil-
.

dren made a two passenger monoplane, which was eight feet long.

It was made of orange crates, oellotex,and very heavy tagboard.

The constructing of the ocean liner and the airplane gave

arithmetic a very practical meaning. Measuring, making change,

counting.andfiguring amounts and sizes of materials, were neoes-
,

sarye.otivities. Making reservations, collecting passenger fares,
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and the, oheoking of paroels were a part of the business.

Anqther mode of transportation was introduoed. The railroad

station was just three squares from the sohool, and it was another

means of travel which most ohildren had never experienced. Eleven

ohildren from a group of thirty-three had ridden on a train. The

ohildren deoided to have the experienoe of walking through a train

some day as it was on the traok for a ten-minute stop. This train

was a well equipped passenger train going through to st. Louis.

The children experienoed the "pulling in" of the train, the

signals, the business at the station, and observed the number of

railroad employees needed to control the big train. They ob

served the interior of the ooaches, the diner, and the privileges

and aotivities of the passengers.

Reading, spelling, arithmetic, language, art, -and music were

oalled upon in the study of the train, its history, development,

and importance. The railroad oompany gave the children maps, time

tables, piotures, and pamphlets which supplemented the train study.

Plans were made to olose the semester's work by a oarefully

oonduoted trip on a train. The Department of Women and Children

of the State, and the school system granted the children this

experienoe-ride on the train to Wabash, Indiana, twenty-four miles

away.

The plans were made weeks in advanoe. Eaoh child was to pay

his own fare. He was taught lessons on thrift, and eaoh child,

with the exoeption of three, saved his own money for the train ride.

Many ohildren' earned their o'wn money and brought it to the room

bank, as soon as'it was earned. Careful banking was done by the

ohildren. BanR books were kept, 'in order to keep the money deposit

record$.
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L9ng before the train ride, the children saw a real need to

study health. What about the engineer's health on the train on

which they would ride? Did he have heart trouble? What causes

heart trouble? Did he drink? Could he see and hear well? They

were very much interested in the railroad employees' health.

They also saw a real need for health of an air pilot, sea cap

tain, conductor, motorman, and bus driver. Safety rules were also

considered and evaluated.

A frieze and large pictures were made. They illustrated modes

of travel, the history of transportation, and stories, songs, or

poems which they had read.

The climax of the unit's work came near the big event of their

planning and their purposing--the train ride. Most children had

the train fare saved, but no way to keep it. Pocketbooks were

made and the children were ready to go to the station. Each one

purchased his own ticket. As each one did so he was given a small

memorandum pad and pencil.

No teacher can definitely know outcomes and anticipate what

situations will turn out this way or that way. She should not

interfere or dictate that things should be done a certain way-

her o~ way. This philosophy is illustrated with these memoran

dum pads and pencils. If children want their pencils sharpened,

sharpen them. That ~s what was done, but it was almost overlooked.

The children had motives for wanting the pencils sharpened.' Some

child suggested that they get autographs of people in the station

and .of their class mates while waiting. Several days later some

of .these autographs and addresses were used for business letters.

The~ train was due. The children stepped on the platform,

bade parents and public gOOdbye, and then onto the train. The
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porter,assisted'each one, and then each one found a seat. They

were thrilled by walking through the train when it was in motion •
.

They.were seated and enjoying the sights when some one said, "Is

that the old, historical Erie Canal, which was used as a waterway

years ago?" Thus was made real that which they had read and

talked about.

This ride came to an end, and then the children had another

unusual experience. They were greeted by the mayor and chief of

police of Wabash, the city to be visited. These city officials

welcomed the children and led them to the city museum, where the

children spent one hour before meeting the train on which they were

to return.

At the museum the children had a personal guide. The lady

guide called their attention to the old covered wagon, ox yoke,

pony-express saddle, large wheeled bicycles of about thirty or

forty years back, storm-king buggy, an early carriage, and many

other antiques which had been transported over the Erie Canal.

The children continued getting autographs, and again these

proved to be useful, for upon their return-home more business

letters were necessary. While in the museum some children made

lists of articles which they had seen; they also copied signifi

cant dates which were printed on the legend of each antique ar

ticle. These few illustrations show that the children had a need

for sharpened pencils.

Th'e children left the museum and were ready to board the

train. Upon reaching the station a check was made on each return

ticket. Each child was responsible for his ticket, and upon

checking each one kept his ticket in his hand. The children found

their'seats in the coach and carried on lively conversations.
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The railroad company had given each child a lunch and it was
I

greatly appreciated. The plans had been made to eat in the diner,

but these plans were changed because ,the diner would not accommo

date the number ,of children. However, the children walked through

the diner, saw the table set with fine linens, full array of fine

silver, sugar and creamers, and water carafes. They saw the kit

chen, its full equipment, and the' cooks; they saw the linen chests,

drawing rooms, lavatories, and drinking fountains.

As the train reached the station, the children were greeted

by their parents and relatives. ' No child admitted that he was

tired, and there was a great deal of talking and excitement.

The summarizing of the unit went on for many days. Upon re

turning to school most of the children had their memoranda pads.

They had new autographs added to their. lists and this continued

for days. Many of the children. had signed their autographs in

each other's books. Upon looking at their signatures, it was found

that most of them had observed correct form of punctuation in

their home address which was given with the autograph.

Group discussions were held, at which time children related

experiences. Plans were made to acknowledge appreciation of the

peopl~ who had assisted on the trip. Committees were appointed

and letters were sent to all those who had assisted to make the

trip worthwhile.

The unit's work considered these problems with some satisfac-

tion--How does climate and geographic conditions affect different

modes of travel? What are characteristics of each mode of travel?

What accommodations does each have? What has been the progress

of transportation? What, people have contributed to transportation

facili ties'? How i.s man,.infl\lenced by transportation? What is
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the re~ation of' health and safety to transportation? Where in

the city would be an appropriate place to hold a service in honor

of a significant place? In what ways are foreign transportations
I

different from American transportation? 1Vhat is the importance

of imports and exports to Americans?

Outcomes of Unit--
Information. This unit stimulated the children to achieve

a library habit. Many of the children used individual library

cards. At other times, the children asked the teacher to read or

tell a certain story or poem over again. A few children called

at the room the next term for a certain book or poem, which sup-

plemented a Post Office unit.

The children had gained knowledge about many phases of trans

portation. They saw reasons for certain modes of travel being

used in some localities, but not used so frequently in other 10-

ca1ities.

They gained the knowledge of the history of transportation,

and they realized·the great progress of these modes, which greatly

inf'luenced mants life, his work, recreation, family, school, and

church.

Habits and Skills-
Abilities

1. Read better, both silently and orally, and with better
comprehension. .

2. Gave oral reports in concise sentences.

3. Soannedpages for central ideas, and were able to get
information.

4. Reoognized errors and improved sentence and paragraph
struoture.

5. Wrote short stories, letters, riddles, and poems using
knowledge and facts gained.
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6, Became'skillful in using tools, wood, or other material.

7. Developed social attitudes through working and planning
in groups~

8. Realized interrelations of all subjects--letter-'wri ting
is nota theory but an essential practice; reading does
not stand by itself; it is an aid to all information;
spelling is not a list of words which are to be spelled
but words which are needed to be used in reading, lan- '
guage, health, etc.; and arithmetic is not a page of
problems, but problems which confront the group in every
day life, and which need to be solved.

9. Ga:i.ned this vocabulary which was developed t'hrough meaning
ful situations: accommodation, agent, air-conditioned,
airplane, airport, aisle, anchor, antique, approach,
arrive (Arr.), asphalt, atmosphere, autograph, autogyro,
automatic, automatically, automObile, aviator, balloon,
battleship, berth, bicycle, boiler, brakeman, buggy, bus,
Byrd, canyon, captain, carriage, cement, century, chart,
Chicago, chuck wagon, climate, Clinton, cloud, coach,
coast, comfort, commerce, commercial, company, compass,
conductor, convenience, coupled, covered wagon, cruise,
cushion, cylinder, deck, de-icer, diner, dirigible, dock,
Earhart, electricity, elevated, engineer, Erie, excursion,
export, express, fireman, fireproof, freight, freighter,
Ft. Wayne, fuel, gangplank, gasoline, glider, Graf Zeppe
lin, Grayhound bus, hangar, harbor, house car, import,
Indianapolis, industrial, instrument, jinrickisha, leave
(Lv.), lighthouse, Lindbergh, luggage, macadam, mayor,
merchandise, mode, moisture, monoplane, moon,_ museum,
New York, "Normandy," observation, ocean, ocean liner,
operate, ox-cart, parcel, passenger, pier, pilot, plat
form, pony express, porter, porthole, power, propeller,
pullman, "Q.ueen Mary," radio, radio-station, raft, round
house, route, saddle, safety, schedule, ship, signal,
sleigh, smokestack, special, speedometer, st. Louis,
stagecoach, star, Statue of Liberty, steam, steward,
stewardess, streamline, street car, subway,switch, tide, ,
traction, trailer, train, transport, transportation, tug
boat, tunnei, vehicles, Wabash, wagon, wave,whistle,
whitecap, Wright, yacht.

Appreciations:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

An increased interest in all subjects.

An appreciation of books and library service.

An appreciation of the advantages we have today over those
of early man.

An appreciation of works of art, poems, pictures, and songs

An appreciation of the obstacles man has had to overcome
and conquer in order to attain his present civilization.
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6. An appreciation for those who have lived before and con
tributed to soci~ty.

7.; An appreciation of the wor.kers and work in the field of
transportation.

8. An appreciation of the pleasure, speed, and ease of
transportation, as compared with that of the early days.

The following pages list the songs, stereopticon views, poems,

masterpieces of art, and books which were used to supplement this

unit.



Animals - Nos. 47, 11, 78, 98, 118, 124, 127, 147, 11=9, 162,

166" 181, 182, 184, 186.

Man ~ Nos. 108, 155, 243, 327, 341, 406, 431, 449.

Motor Vehicles - Nos. 27, 29, 31, 43, 78, 83, 109, 122, 126,

"Sailing, Sailing" •••••••••••• • •• •

Sonss \Vhich Were~

Music Educational Series, Songs 2! Childhood:
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251, 267, 316, 323.

"Seashore Days" • • •

"Motor Car Ride"

"Moon Boat"

"Down the Stream" • •

"In Days of Old"

"Where Vlaves are Tossing" • • •

"I Watched the Ships" • • •

"The Sto rm" • • • • • • • •

"Travelers See Strange Things"

"Skaters"

"Round and. Round" •

.
"The Runaway" • • •

I.

II.

III.

Slides and Stereosraphs Which Were~

Transportation by aid of:

Silver Burdett, Music Hour:

"Coasting"

"The Fire Engine" • • • •

Foresman, Third Boqk of Songs:

"Hunting Song"
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v. Railroads (electric) - Nos. 28, 31, 77, 139, 212, 230.

VI. Water - Nos. 26, 27, 33, 34, 48, 52, 86, 97, 99 0

"The Spotted Horse"

"The Gallant Sailor"

"Good Night"

"Thanksgiving Day"

"Where Go the Boats"

"I Built a Ship"

"Fog Vlarning"

"The Fighting Temeraire"

"Christmas Ships"

"The Pirate"

"Don Carlos Beltasar"

"Silver Ships"

"Lure of the Rockies"

"Venice"

"Over the Hills"

"The Ride to Bumpville"

"The Shut Eye Train"

"End of Trail"

"Fly Away Horse"

"Helping Hand"

"Good Morning"

"The Pirate"

"Dreams"

"The Weathercock"
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Poems ~~ich Were Used

· . .

· . .

Child, Lydia M.

Renout, Emile .

Fyleman, Rose • • · · · · · · · • • ·
Fyleman, Rose • · • • • · • · • · · • · .
Fyleman, Rose • • • • • • · • · · • ·
Fyleman, Rose • · · · · · · · · · • ·
Fyleman, Rose • • • • • • • · · · · · · •

Homer, Winslow

,
Fyleman, Rose • • • • • • • •

Stevenson, Robert Louis •

Masterpieces Which~ Used

Velasquez, Diego R••

Barrows, Marjorie.

Johnson, Siddie Joe •

Merryman, Mildred •

Turner, Joseph

Stevenson, Robert Louis • •

Field, Eugene

Young, Ella • •

Field, Eugene •

Field, Eugene •

Field, Eugene

Johnson, Eastman

Frazer, Johnne

Turner, Joseph
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Wynne, ,Annette • • • • • • • • • • • • • "The Traffic Man"

11. Hahn, Julia L., At~ in the Woods ~ ~ Ride 2.!!.~ Water.
Boston: Houghton MiTIlulCo., r932.

Springfield, Mass.:

"Traffic Lights"

"On the Train"

"Traveling"

. . .

. . . . . . .

. . .
. . . . . . . . . .

. . . .

9 •.

12. Hurley, Beatrice, Boats. Columbus: American Educational
Press, 1930.

13. Kuh, Charlotte, The Engin~e..!:. New York: The Macmillan Co. ,

1929.

14. Kuh, Charlotte, The Motorman. New York: The Macmillan Co. ,

1934. -

Grant, Gordon, The ~tory of ~ Ships.
McLoughlin Brot ers, Tnc., 1931.

10. Headley, E. A., How Other People Travel. Chicago: Rand
McNally and Co., 1926.

15. Lent, Henry B., Clear Track Ahead. New York: The Macmillan
Co., 1932•

.16. Lent, Henry B.,!!!ll Steam Ahead: §.!.! Days .2ll ~ Ocean Liner.
. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1933.

7. Eaton, Jeanette, The Story of Transportation. New York:
Harper and Brothers PUbITshers, 1927.

8. Fox, F. C., How the World Rides. New York: Charles Scrib
ner's Sons, 1929.

These books were especially enjoyed by the children:

1. Bock, G. E., What Makes the Wheels Go Round. New York: The
Macmillan-c07, 1931.---

2. Bush, M. G., .!!!?!! ~~ Conquered Distance. New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1936.

3. Chapman, Arthur, The Pony Express. New York: G. P. Putman's
Sons, 1932.

4. Dalgliesh, Alice, America Travels. New York: The Macmillan
Co., 1933.

5. Dobias, Frank, ~ Picture~ 2! Flying. New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1928.

6. Dukelow, J. H., ~ Shi~~. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1931.

Garrett, Elizabeth

Koletzke, Helena

Unknovm Author
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17. Leonard, Thomas H., From Indian Trail to Electric nail.
Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey: M:-R. Shale Journal,
1923.

18. Lindman, Maj.', Snipp, Snapp, Snurr, and Magic Horse.
Chicago: Whitman Co., 1935.

19. Mitchell, Lucy S., Trains. New Yorlc: John Day Co., 1933.

20. Mitchell, Lucy S., Streets. new York: John Day Co., 1933.

21. Ititchell, Lucy S., Boats a.nd Bridges. Hew Yorl-e: John Day
Co., 1933.

22. Muller, C. G., HaIR They Carried the Goods. New York: Sears
Publishing Co., 1932.

23. O'Donnell, r1abel, and Alice Carey, If I Were going. Evans
ton, Ellinois: Row Peterson and Co., 1936.

24. Petersham, Maud and Miska, The story Book of Ships. Phila
delphia: John Winston Co., 1935.

25. Pryor, W. C., The Steamship Boo}e. Hew York: Harcourt,
Brace, and Co., 1934.

26. Pryor, W. C., Train Book. New York: Harcourt, Brace, and
Co., 1933.

27. Read, Helen S., An Airplane Ride. Hew York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1928.

28. Smalley, Janet, How It All Began. New York: iJ;.'i11iam Morrow
and Co., Inc-.-,-1932:--

29. Stephenson, Mary B., and Lawrence iSood, i;'lhee1, sail, VVing.
Chicago: Follett Publishing Co., 1932.

30. Van I\JTetre, T. W., Trains, Tracks, and Travel. New York:
Simons, Boardman Publishing Co., 1931.



CHAPTER IV

GEImRAL 8lJI·:1N[A.RY; CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOIl1rilENDATIonS

A. GENERAL Sm.1J'J!A.RY

The writer has attempted in Chapter I of this study to in

terpret the theory of integration. In order to do this, she has

considered the statementf;'. rr;.ade by many educators relative to in

tegration, and in addition has given her own interpretation of

the term.

The interpretation has also included the defining of the fol

lowing terms: an integrated personality, a disintegrated person

ality, an integrated curricul'~, and integrated school program.

Other factors which were included are the bases for integra

tion: the philosophy, the biological basis, the principles, and

the trends of the theory of integration.
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theor~ is old and goes back to the eighteenth century. By study

ing the biographies of these exponents or by reading their works,

one recognizes that each one's accomplisbrn.ent vms influenced by

the other. In many cases one was a teacher of the other.

Even though ideas have been exchanged, each educator has added

something to the whole and has made new applications. It can be

said that each educator considered has given the ~resent age an

individual contribution and interpretation.

This chapter has illustrated an integrated elementary school

program, which could be operated by almost any elementary school

teacher. This program is based on the needs of education as ex-

pressed by Kilpatrick, and upon the laws of learning.

The third chapter deals with a "Transportation" unit of work,

as carried out by a group of children and the writer in the year

193~ and 1937. This chapter gives full description of the proce-

dure of the unit, as it was experienced by the children.

This chapter is concluded by listing the outcomes of the unit,

as to information, habits, skills, and appreciations, which were

gained by this unit. The chapter also enumerates the books, poems,

songs, stereopticon views, and pictures which enriched the t1Trans-

portation" unit.

The last chapter includes a summary, conclusions, and recom-

mendations.

B. CONCLUSIONS

The task of education is to assist individuals to live well

with their fellows and to interact with group life in its varying

aspects~'This study has already related the puzZling paradoxes

which add to the confusion of modernl~fe, an· era of chaos, ten

sion,friction, conflict, and war. Of all our cultural institu-
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tions, the sohool must assume more than equal share beoause of

its relation to the state, and also beoause of its promises.

After studying the theories of eduoators, and the p~ilosophy

baok of integration, one arrives at the oonclusion that schools

are assuming some responsibility and are reorganizing to effect

greater good. Some schools have helped individuals to adjust them

selves to life, and face the crftical situations which confront

them. The application of the prinoiple of integration is in prac

tice in a few types of schools in the United States. "The inte-

gration and ooncurrent offering of courses has been tried by very

few institutions, although three-fourths of the supervising teaohers

favor this practice."l

The one important conclusion that the writer wishes the reader

to draW is that he should study this problem further, both in

meaning and applioation. There lies an unexplored area whose edu-

cational fertility is unlimited.

Many teachers fail to see the possibilities of an integrated

school program; but if teachers consider the child as a physical,

m.ental, and emotional being they must not neglect the opportunity

to integrate the program of the sohool.

The integrated program must soon come to everyone's attention,

for it is a reaotion from traditional and formal teaching; there

is a ohanged attitude toward the child, and one must recognize.
the needs and demands of sooial ohange. We still have to hand

down information, but now we have a second responsibility in train

ing young people to face situations in a changing society. An

lJohn E. O'Connor A Study of the Trends, Development, ~
the Present Status of Special Metiio~in the Social studies

. (Indiana State Library, 1936} , p. 97. - -
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integr~ted program will encourage channels for the free flow of

human energies, an~ will furnish means for integrating the in

dividual and social action. This program has a sociological as-
o

pect in which service, sympathy, altruism, and purity are recog

nized. An integrated program will assist the pupil in orienting

himself with respect to time and situation, and to help him to

keep step with life. An integrated program will assist him: to

understand pis environment and his relations to varying groups;

to make wise choices; to make careful di scriminations; to meet

new situations satisfactorily; to develop a critical sense of value;

and to stimulate finer appreciations.

Activities and interests are some of the determining factors

of an integrated program. These two terms have been misunderstood;

at the present time there is a wide-spread notion that a child

can follow his interests just as he pleases, when he pleases.

The writer's interpretation of integration is a bit on the con

trary. A child can do what he pleases when it does not disturb

others.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS

This study is important only as it is used to fit the school

to the pupils. One very important use which this study may serve

is to aid teachers, or encourage teachers, to reconstruct the

school program; to permit social planning rather than (all) teacher

planning; to place teacher in the background rather than in the

foreground; and to teach children, not subjects.

It is necessary and possible for many more teachers and ad

ministrators to integrate the school program, for there has been

a transfer of responsibility from the home to the school. The
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writer feels that an integrated program is feasible, sensible,

enriching, and wholesome.
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